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Abstract
Flexible devices fabricated with polyimide (PI) substrate are crucial for foldable, rollable, or stretchable
products in various applications. However, inherent technical challenges remain in mobile charge induced
device instabilities and image retention, signi�cantly hindering future technologies. We introduced a new
barrier material, SiCOH, into the backplane of amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide (a–IGZO) thin-�lm
transistors (TFTs) that were then implemented into production-level �exible panels. We found that the
SiCOH layer effectively compensates the surface charging induced by �uorine ions at the interface
between the PI substrate and the barrier layer under bias stress, thereby preventing abnormal
positive Vth shifts and image disturbance. The a–IGZO TFTs, metal-insulator-metal (MIM), and metal-
insulator-semiconductor (MIS) capacitors with the SiCOH layer demonstrate reliable device performance,
Vth shifts, and capacitance changes with an increase in the gate bias stress. A �exible device with SiCOH
enables the suppression of abnormal Vth shifts associated with PI and plays a vital role in the degree of
image sticking phenomenon. This work provides new inspirations to creating much improved process
integrity and paves the way for expediting versatile form-factors.

Introduction
Unlike rigid electronic devices, �exible devices have a plastic substrate capable of stretching and folding
into adjustable shapes due to new form factors driven by the development of life-convenient features in
various applications1,2. Such applications include display devices3, wearable sensors4, �exible
batteries5,6, medical �elds7,8, and arti�cial intelligence-based electronic skin9,10. Since �exible electronics
must withstand signi�cant mechanical strains due to their complex shapes, excellent physical and
electrical material properties and reliability are inevitable11,12. Various polymeric materials have been
explored as the substrate material for �exible devices13,14. However, a few materials were found suitable
mainly due to the process limitation for �exible substrates associated with process temperature,
lithography resolution and substrate cleanliness15. One of the feasible materials is polyimide (PI), which
provides high glass transition temperature, low coe�cient of thermal expansion, and strong chemical
resistance16,17. In particular, �uorinated PI �lms are widely adopted in mainstream �exible electronics
because of their excellent optical transparency and high thermal conductivity18,19.

When thin-�lm transistors (TFTs) of �exible devices are fabricated, a barrier �lm underneath the channel
must be deposited on the PI substrate. The barrier �lm intends to block moisture absorption and support
the integrity as a mechanical buffer. Considering process integrity, SiO2 or Al2O3 is extensively used as a

barrier layer20. TFT has a broad range of applications in displays and �exible devices, and several
channel materials have been extensively studied, including low-temperature polycrystalline silicon
(LTPS)21,22. However, we reported that the LTPS and amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide (a–IGZO) TFT
fabricated on the PI substrate had abnormal Vth behaviors under the gate bias stress23,24. When the bias

stress is applied to the transistor, �uorine ions (F−) are prone to be trapped at the SiO2 barrier and PI
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interface25. Such PI charging is detrimental, particularly for �exible electronic products fabricated with the
PI substrate. It has been reported that charge-induced Vth shifts in TFTs on PI substrates lead to residual

images that ultimately impact display image quality26,27. Especially, commonly used TFTs including
LTPS and a–IGZO TFT that adopt new features such as low frequency and always-display-on are
susceptible to charge-induced degradation and image retention25,28. One of the feasible solutions
proposes a metal layer deposition underneath the channel above the PI substrate for blocking PI
charging29,30. However, the details about the blocking mechanism have not been fully investigated.
Despite being a possible solution, the blocking metal layer would limit �exibility and require an additional
mask layer and the investment of sputtering equipment, which is not bene�cial for cost-effective
manufacturing and production.

This study proposes a new barrier layer of SiCOH that can effectively compensate for F− induced
charging for a �exible a–IGZO device with the PI substrate. A solution to �uorine-induced device
instabilities is to integrate a SiCOH layer underneath the SiO2 barrier layer, hence creating a dual barrier
layer of SiO2/SiCOH. Multifaceted approaches such as a–IGZO TFT devices, the metal-insulator-metal
(MIM), and the metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) capacitors have been taken to address electrical and
display performance disturbance issues using the current-voltage (I–V) and capacitance-voltage (C–V)
characteristics and physical characterization such as Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). We found that a–IGZO devices with the SiCOH deposited on
the PI substrate demonstrate reliable Vth shifts and display image quality despite even increasing bias
stressing. We explicitly observed the charging phenomenon of the PI at the interface between PI and
SiO2/SiCOH and elucidated the effect of the SiCOH layer and charge compensation for F− from PI

substrates under the bias. Accordingly, the SiCOH layer traps F− and suppresses Vth shifts and image
retention of �exible devices. Hence, �exible devices with the SiCOH layer help cultivate the prosperities of
new applications in portable and wearable electronics.

Results

ID-VG characteristics of TFTs before and after bias
temperature stress
Figure 1a shows the structure of a rigid organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display panel manufactured
on a glass substrate and a �exible OLED display panel manufactured on a PI substrate. For the two types
of panels, a–IGZO TFT was used as the driving device, and OLED was used as the light emitting device. A
device that has been processed up to TFT is called a backplane. Figures 1b, c, and d show the three
different a–IGZO TFT structures used in this study. Devices A and B have the same barrier structure of
SiO2 and different substrates of glass and PI, respectively. However, Devices B and C have the same
substrate with PI, but the barrier structure is different with SiO2 and SiO2/SiCOH, respectively. The
SiO2/SiCOH bilayer is the barrier structure proposed in this paper. Figures 1d, e, and f show the change of
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drain current (ID)-gate voltage (VG) of the three devices before and after negative bias temperature stress
(NBTS) that applies an electric �eld of -1 MV/cm to the gate electrode at 70°C for 4,000 s. After NBTS, the
Vth shift (ΔVth) for Devices A, B, and C is (-0.36, +0.45, and -0.25) V, respectively. Note that Devices A and
C have the same negative Vth shift, while Device B has a positive Vth shift. Supplementary Table 1
summarizes the speci�c numbers of changes in the transfer parameters of TFTs before and after NBTS.
The positive Vth shift under NBTS is an abnormal phenomenon, which is hard to understand with the

generally accepted degradation models such as the reaction–diffusion model31. The general degradation
models focus on the events occurring at the semiconducting channel and gate insulator layer interface.
Furthermore, the interface defect densities (Nit) of these three devices, extracted through the subthreshold
swing (SS) method, were very similar before and after NBTS, which indicates that the Nit between channel
and gate insulator of these devices are similar before and after NBTS. Considering these experimental
results of Devices A and B, it can be easily inferred that the PI substrate is involved in the abnormal
degradation of Device B. A previous study found that the cause of the abnormal Vth behavior in �exible

TFTs was that F− was generated from PI, and charging occurred at the interface between PI and the
barrier25. Such abnormal deterioration of electronic devices may cause fatal problems in the performance
of �exible electronic products. For example, as depicted in Supplementary Fig. 6, an issue of image
quality occurs in which the luminance of the black pattern decreases due to this abnormal deterioration
phenomenon of TFTs in �exible OLED displays using the PI substrates. Supplementary Figure 6d shows
the image sticking failure caused by a positive Vth shift of transistors on the �exible OLED display panels
fabricated over PI substrate and single layer (SiO2) barrier, which has the same structure as Device B.

Electrical and physical characteristics of the MIM and MIS
capacitor
Two kinds of MIM capacitors were manufactured, and experiments were carried out to identify the cause
of the different Vth behaviors of Device B and Device C after gate bias stress application. As shown in
Figs. 2a and b, the insulators used for the MIM capacitor have the same structure and manufacturing
process conditions as the TFTs used in Figs. 1b and c. Supplementary Table 2 summarizes the material
and electrical characteristic parameters of the insulator used in the MIM capacitors extracted through
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and C–V measurements shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Fig. 2, respectively. To analyse the effect of stress conditions on the PI substrate, three
distinct voltages of (-10, -20, and -30) V were applied to the top electrode at a temperature of 70°C for 10
minutes. The I–V and C–V measurements con�rmed the changes in the electrical characteristics of the
MIM capacitor before and after stress. Supplementary Figure 3 is the I–V plot as a function of the voltage
applied to each MIM capacitor. Figure 2c shows the normalized change of the leakage current of the MIM
capacitor according to the voltage applied to the top electrode. The MIM A capacitor (Al/SiO2/PI/Al),
which has the same barrier structure as Device B, exhibited higher leakage current �uctuations after
NBTS than MIM B capacitor (Al/SiO2/SiCOH/PI/Al), which has the same structure as Device C. This result
implies that the insulator structure in MIM B is more stable under the bias stress than that of MIM A. The
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phenomenon behind the leakage current can be explained as follows. The hole carriers inject into the PI
and break chemical bonds in the organic chains. Then, the ions such as F− generated from the broken
bonds of the chains act as charged defects and increase the leakage current through the capacitors27,32.
Figure 2d shows the increase in the volume resistivity of each MIM capacitor after NBTS. Here, a
decrease in the resistivity of the PI can enhance the free movement of mobile charges such as charged
ions, in the PI substrate. Figures 2e and f show the change in capacitance and charge density,
respectively, according to the voltage application of the two MIM capacitors after NBTS. The capacitance
increase indicates that the capability of containing charged ions within the interface increases. The
increasing charge density of MIM capacitors infers that the number of charges trapped within the
interface between barrier and PI increases. The trapped charges within the interface induce an electric
�eld that in�uences the electrical properties of the devices fabricated above. Comparing the changes in
leakage current, volume resistivity, total capacitance, and charge density under the bias stress, it is
con�rmed that MIM B is more stable than MIM A in electrical properties. Overall, these results indicate
that the devices having the same barrier structure as MIM B may be more robust to an external
disturbance such as an electric �eld. The electric �eld generated by trapped charges can be extracted by
converting the capacitance change of the PI �lm into an electric charge (Supplementary Fig. 4), which
implies that the change in charge density represents the generation of substrate bias. During the NBTS
evaluation, it was estimated that the positive Vth shift occurred due to electron accumulation in the
semiconducting bulk layer, rather than hole trapping at the gate insulator and channel interface, as the
voltage stress increased.

Furthermore, three MIS capacitors imitating the barrier and substrate structure of Devices A, B, and C were
fabricated and named MIS A, MIS B, and MIS C, respectively. Each MIS capacitor has the barrier and
substrate structure with Al/Al2O3/ a–IGZO/SiO2/glass for MIS A, Al/Al2O3/ a–IGZO/SiO2/PI for MIS B,
and Al/Al2O3/ a–IGZO/SiO2/SiCOH/PI for MIS C, and mobile charge measurement was performed.
Figures 3a, b, and c illustrate experimental con�gurations of the three MIS capacitors using C–V
measurements. Stress voltage was applied to the Al electrode with the substrate grounded as shown in
Figs. 3a, b, and c to detect the effect of mobile charge within the PI in the MIS devices. 1 MV/cm electric
�eld was applied to the upper electrode at 200 ºC for 600 s to measure the mobile charges. Then the C–V
plot was extracted by sweeping the voltage applied to the upper gate electrode. After that, the �eld was
applied to the upper gate electrode at 200 ºC for 600 s by changing only the polarity in the measurement
method mentioned above, and then the C–V plots were measured. Figure 3g represents the microscopy
image of the MIS capacitor for the C-V measurement. Figures 3d, e, and f show the results of the mobile
charge measurement of each MIS device. The mobile charge analysis results of the three devices
con�rmed that the differences between the measurement results before and after applying the gate
voltage of −/+1 MV for MIS A and MIS C were very similar. However, in the case of MIS B, it is evident that
the �atband voltage (VFB) difference was very large when the –1 MV and the +1 MV were applied. ΔVFB

and mobile charges can be calculated by Qm = − Ctotal × ΔVFB, where Qm is the mobile charge density and
Ctotal = 1/(1/Cgate insulator + 1/Cbarrier + 1/CPI). From this equation, we can con�rm that as ΔVFB increases,
the mobile charge increases.
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Previous studies have reported that the impurity mobile ions in the gate insulator layer are mainly
responsible for the degradation of transistors31. However, because the only difference between MIS A and
MIS B is the substrate material, it can be inferred that the mobile charges within the PI substrate play a
major role in the degradation phenomena. Figure 3h shows a schematic of the charging phenomenon of
the MIS capacitor when measuring the mobile charge. When a negative �eld is applied to the upper
electrode, negative ions lead to positive polarity on the upper side of the PI. Electrons are accumulated at
the bottom of the channel layer to prevent channel formation, leading to a positive shift of the C–V curve.
However, the mobile charge measurement result of MIS C matched the MIS A measurement result made
on a glass substrate. These results con�rm once again that the barrier structure proposed in this study
can play a vital role in preventing the charging phenomenon caused by the mobile charges inside the PI
substrate.

Using KPFM, we can directly observe the mobile charges and intuitively con�rm the charging
phenomenon of the PI interface and the effect of the SiCOH �lm in terms of charging compensation.
KPFM can also quantify the contact potential difference (CPD) between the sample surface and the tip to
con�rm the presence or absence of charging for each layer of the device34–38. Supplementary Figs. 5a-c
and Fig. 5d illustrate the concept of the KPFM measurement method and the detailed sample preparation
procedure for KPFM measurement used in this study, respectively. The CPD between the tip and the
device was measured by moving across the atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip including the MIM
capacitor structure from the glass to the resin sample, as shown in Figs. 4a and b. The measurements
were performed before and after applying -10 V to the top electrode for 10 min for each of the two types
of MIM capacitors: MIM A and MIM B. Figures 4c, d, and e show the surface potential pro�les before and
after applying bias for MIM A. It can be observed that after the bias is applied, the surface potential
increases from the SiO2/PI interface to the PI �lms. It can be reasonable to suggest that negative charges

in PI �lm exist, based on the fact that the CPD is linearly proportional to ϕtip- ϕsample
39. However, the MIM

B showed little change in CPD before and after applying bias, as shown in Figs. 4f, g, and h. This
conclusive evidence suggests that the SiCOH �lm as a barrier layer can effectively remove the PI charging
phenomenon in the �exible devices using the PI substrate.

Physical analysis and PI charging compensation
mechanism
The optimal SiCOH �lm formation conditions were found by varying the plasma power during the PECVD
deposition. Figure 5a shows the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measurement results for
the SiCOH single �lm deposited by varying the plasma power for (60 and 100) W. The peak at (1,300–
1,240) cm−1 in the entire wavelength range comes from the Si–CH3 bond. From (1,240 to 950) cm−1, the
peak occurs in the Si–O related stretching vibration mode. The wide absorption band between (950 and
650) cm−1 corresponds to the Si– (CH3)x (x = 1, 2, 3) bending vibration40. Figure 5b shows the FTIR

spectra �tted with �ve peaks concentrated at (805, 960, 1,007, 1,136, and 1,250) cm−1. Silicon-related
peaks were normalized, and the integrated area of each peak was divided into the total integrated area.
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From this result, we can con�rm that when the SiCOH �lm is deposited by the PECVD process, the Si–O
bond decreases, and the Si–CH3 bond increases as the plasma power decreases. In this study, the SiCOH
�lm was deposited under a plasma power of 60 W. To determine the causative factors that induce the
charging effect in the actual PI before/after bias temperature stress, we conducted a physical analysis.
Figures 5c and d show the SIMS results before and after NBTS application of two types of capacitors,
MIM A (Al/SiO2/PI/Al) and MIM B (Al/SiO2/SiCOH/PI/Al) capacitors. It can be seen that the F− from PI is
relatively highly accumulated at the SiO2/PI interface of the MIM A capacitor after NBTS. These

accumulated F− can act as ionized charges and affect the characteristics of TFTs and other devices
fabricated on the PI substrate41,42. However, MIM B had no changes in the amount of F− accumulation at
the barrier and PI interface even after NBTS. This is due to the F- binding with Si in the SiCOH �lm since
the electron a�nity of F (328 KJ/mol) is higher than that of C (122 KJ/mol). Figure 5e summarizes the
step-by-step mechanism of how the SiCOH �lm consumes F− from PI. When NBTS is applied to the MIM
capacitor, F− from PI are accumulated at the barrier and PI interface (step 1). However, the Si–CH3 bond

in the SiCOH �lm is broken by the bias temperature stress, and F− with higher electron a�nity binds to Si
to form a Si-F bond, neutralizing the negative charge from F- and ultimately suppressing the surface
charging phenomenon (step 2). Carbon that is not bonded can be replaced by C–C or C–H bonding, and
since this is a nonpolar bond, the charging effect can be prevented43.

Stable �exible display performance veri�cation
Figure 6a is an actual picture of the �exible display panel used in this study. The Vth shift after NBTS of
the TFTs in Fig. 1 was obtained from a total of 15 samples (5 samples per device), and the Vth shift is
exhibited in the box plot in Fig. 6b. As opposed to Device A and C that exhibit negative Vth shifts, Device B
exhibits Vth shifts that move in the positive direction. This abnormal positive Vth shift of the TFT device
may cause image sticking in the �exible panel. One of the metrics that can measure display panel quality
is the display image sticking evaluation. Image sticking refers to a phenomenon in which an image
remains visible even after the next frame is written, thereby hindering the visibility of the succeeding
image24. Supplementary Figure 5a shows the evaluation method of display image sticking. The
luminance is measured at the �rst 64-gray pattern, which is aged for a certain time under the pattern
where the black/white pattern intersects, and the luminance is measured again at the 64-gray pattern.
The level at which the luminance exceeds a certain level in the late 64-gray pattern compared to the initial
64-gray pattern is evaluated as an afterimage time value. Figure 6c shows the image sticking evaluation
result of the panels manufactured on Device A, B, and C. It can be con�rmed that the panel manufactured
on Device C has the same level of image sticking as the panel manufactured on Device A, while the panel
manufactured on Device B exhibits very severe image sticking. Figure 6d shows the results of
manufacturing an actual OLED display on Devices A, B, and C, initially aging it from 64-gray patterns to a
chess pattern, and then measuring the panel state with a camera in the state of the 64 gray pattern. The
panel manufactured on Device B con�rmed that the part that had been aged with a black pattern looked
darker and was recognized as image sticking. Supplementary Figures 5c and d show that the speci�c
behavior (positive Vth shift) in the TFT device can induce this image sticking.
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These results represent that the operating current of devices manufactured on PI can �ow differently than
expected, which can adversely affect performance of �exible electronics. In addition, it is shown that the
SiCOH �lm presented in this study can suppress the charging phenomenon of PI and the image sticking
problem by introducing the SiCOH �lm as a barrier. The SiCOH layer that can prevent the PI charging
effect is expected to apply to all �exible devices.

Conclusions
This work demonstrates a PI-substrate-based �exible device that overcomes the bias-induced surface
charging instability by introducing a SiCOH �lm as a barrier layer that provides better electrical
characteristics via mobile charge compensation. Although the PI has attractive bene�ts of material
properties, �exible devices with the PI substrate suffer from �uorine-induced surface charging. F− will
accumulate in the PI and barrier interface particularly under bias conditions, unless an additional layer,
either organic or inorganic material, is implemented for process integrity. To resolve the PI-charging-
induced disturbance and instability of �exible devices, SiCOH is chosen as a barrier layer and adopted
into the interface between SiO2 and PI as one of the feasible knobs. Results show that �exible devices
with SiCOH layer have stable and reliable performance without any disturbances attributed to mobile
charges associated with PI. Indeed, the physical analysis of KPFM and SIMS elucidates that the SiCOH
layer helps garner F− stemmed from PI substrate and serves as a charged ion compensation layer. SiCOH
effectively shields TFTs with the PI substrates from charging induced instability even with elevated gate
bias. Furthermore, to con�rm the bene�ts observed and the feasibility of our research in terms of
production applicability, we fabricated a �exible OLED display panel with a SiCOH layer. We believe that
even if an extreme form factor launches, our proposed structure’s robustness and mechanical �exibility
can ensure enriched performance and contribute to production-worthy technologies in future.

Methods
Device fabrication. We used three top gate staggered TFTs consisting of substrates (PI, Glass) and
thereon buffer layers (SiO2, SiO2/SiCOH). The 5µm thick PI �lm was coated in an air atmosphere at a
speed of 1000 RPM for 60 s. After soft bake at 80 ℃ for 30 min, it was subjected to hard bake at 460 ℃
for 2 h. The thickness of the �nal PI �lm is approximately 5 µm. A SiO2 thin �lm as a buffer layer was
deposited on both PI and glass substrate and a SiO2/SiCOH double layer was deposited on PI by PECVD
method. The total thickness of the buffer layers was controlled to 300 nm for both the SiO2 and
SiO2/SiCOH layers. Here, the precursors used for the SiO2 and the SiCOH �lm were SiH4 and TTMSS
(Sigma Aldrich, 97% purity, boiling point: (103–106) ℃ at 2 mmHg), respectively. SiCOH �lm conditions
were selected by varying the plasma power during PECVD deposition. Then, a sputter-deposited Mo (50
nm) layer was patterned by photolithography to form source-drain electrodes. On top of that, a 30 nm
thick a–IGZO �lm was deposited by RF/DC sputtering method with the target composition ratio of
In:Ga:Zn:O = 1:1:1:4, followed by a patterning process to �nalize the active layer. A layer of 100 nm of
Al2O3 on patterned on the active layer was deposited by atomic layer deposition method at a substrate
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temperature of 150 ℃ using TMA(Al(CH3)3) as a precursor and O2 plasma as a reactant to form a gate
insulator. After the contact holes were formed on the Al2O3 insulator using photolithography, the
annealing process was carried out at 180 ℃ for 40 min to activate the a–IGZO layer. Subsequently, a 50
nm layer of Mo was deposited using a DC sputtering method and patterned to form source–drain
contacts and gates.

Two types of MIM capacitors, Al/SiO2/PI/Al and Al/SiO2/SiCOH/Al with the same thickness and process
conditions as the insulator used as a barrier, were manufactured and used in the experiment.

Flexible display panel fabrication. We fabricated three types of �exible OLED panels with different barrier
layers (SiO2 and SiO2/SiCOH) deposited on top of either PI or glass substrate. After using the
aforementioned a–IGZO TFT as a backplane, OLED was deposited as a light emitting layer through a
thermal evaporation process. SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2 was deposited as a thin �lm encapsulation (TFE) layer to
prevent the penetration of moisture into the organic material. A polarizer was attached to the TFE �lm, so
that light was emitted in a speci�c direction. A display driver IC (DDI) package was implemented to drive
the display pixels. The DDI and �exible printed circuit board (FPCB) were installed so that they could
interoperate with external electrical signals, and �nally, the three types of �exible OLED display panels
with different substrate and barrier structures were produced.

Electrical characterization. I–V and C–V measurements were carried out for the initial and post-stress
characteristics of the devices. An Agilent B1500A Semiconductor Analyzer was used for I–V
measurement, and an Agilent E4980A LCR meter was used for C–V measurement. For the �exible a–
IGZO TFTs transfer curve, each gate voltage was swept from (−10 to 5) V with a drain voltage bias of 5.1
V. ΔVth was extracted using the threshold current method, in which a speci�c gate voltage with a drain
current (ID) of 10 nA × W/L under a drain voltage of 5.1 V (saturation region) was measured before
(initial) and after (4,000 s) NBTS. The ΔVth was then calculated by subtracting the initial Vth from the
post-stress Vth. SS was extracted through the following formula:

SS =
dVG

dlogID max
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Figure 1

Device structure and electronic properties of a–IGZO TFTs. a, Stack structure of rigid display panel
manufactured on glass substrate and �exible display panel manufactured on PI substrate. b-d,
Schematic illustration of a–IGZO TFTs fabricated on SiO2 barrier layer over the glass substrate, named
as Device A and of a–IGZO TFTs fabricated on SiO2 and SiO2/SiCOH (ε = 2.40) barrier layers over the PI
substrate, named as Device B, and C, respectively. e-g, I–V characteristics of Device A, B, and C stressed
under the NBTS test at 70 °C with -10 V gate voltage for 4,000 s. Vth shift by NBTS is -0.36 V for Device A,
+0.45 V for Device B, and -0.25 V for Device C. Note that Device A and C show the negative Vth shifts. In
contrast, a positive Vth shift is observed in Device B (The arrow in each graph indicates the direction of
Vth shifts during NBTS).
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Figure 2

MIM capacitor and electrical characteristics. a-b, Schematics of MIM capacitor named MIM A
(Al/SiO2/PI/Al) and MIM B (Al/SiO2/SiCOH/PI/Al). c, Plot of normalized leakage current based on the
initial leakage current as a function of stress voltage. d, Changes in resistivity (%) extracted from the
leakage current �uctuations of MIM capacitors. The thickness of the insulator was measured by SEM
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. e, Variation of capacitance (pF) of MIM capacitors due to voltage
intensity. f, Changes in charge density (C/cm2) of MIM capacitors, as a function of stress voltage. Note
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that MIM A and MIM B have 0.3 μm and 5 μm, and 0.15 μm and 5 μm, of SiO2 and PI thickness,
respectively.

Figure 3

MIS capacitor and mobile charge of a–IGZO TFT device. a-c, Schematics of MIS capacitor fabricated
with a–IGZO, SiO2, and SiCOH barrier layer over glass and PI substrate named as MIS A, B, and C,
respectively. d, Stable performance of MIS A, Al/Al2O3/a–IGZO/SiO2/glass substrate. e, Capacitance
shifts of MIS B, Al/Al2O3/a–IGZO/SiO2/PI substrate. f, Steady performance of MIS C, Al/Al2O3/a–
IGZO/SiO2/SiCOH/PI substrate, similar to MIS A. g, Photograph of MIS capacitor used for C–V
measurement using voltage sweep from +1 to -1 MV/cm at 200 °C for 10min. h, Illustration of mobile
charging at SiO2/PI interface responsible for higher capacitance change observed for MIS B shown in f.
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Figure 4

KPFM analyses and surface potential measurement. a, Photograph of the MIM capacitor fabricated on
the glass substrate prepared for KPFM measurement (MIM capacitor is molded with an epoxy). b,
Schematics of the MIM capacitor and KPFM scanning direction. MIM capacitors were cross-sectioned for
surface scanning from glass to resin (scan length 15 mm). c-e, MIM A: KPFM topography and surface
potential. f-h, MIM B: KPFM topography and surface potential, before and after the applied voltage of -10
V. KPFM enables the AFM topography and surface potential to be simultaneously measured.
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Figure 5

Physical characterization and PI charging compensation mechanism of the SiCOH layer. a, FT–IR
absorption spectra of the SiCOH layer with different plasma powers. b, FT–IR spectra of SiCOH with
silicon-related peak �tting. c-d, Analysis of F– mobile charge by SIMS on MIM A (Al/ SiO2/PI/Al) and B
(Al/SiO2/SiCOH/PI/Al) capacitor, respectively. e, Schematic diagram of charge compensation mechanism

of SiCOH layer between PI and SiO2. F– generated from PI substrates and trapped between PI and SiO2

interface under NBTS and the ionized �uorine is neutralized by bonding with the SiCOH layer.
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Figure 6

Flexible device and reliable display and performance. a, Photograph of a �exible OLED panel
manufactured on PI substrate. b, ΔVth shifts of Devices A, B, and C before and after NBTS conditioned at
70 °C for 4,000 s with -10 V gate voltage. c, Image sticking performance measured by �exible panels of
Device A, B, and C (the sample size for each device is 5). The image sticking performance becomes better
when the index lowers. d, Image sticking evaluation results of three �exible OLED display panels with
different backplane structures. Devices A and C (the panels with the glass and PI using SiCOH charge
compensation layer) show less image sticking phenomena than Device B (the panel with the PI substrate
using SiO2, without SiCOH layer). 
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